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Larva is a cage where moths bleed silk, sleep woven.

The cage a bed.

Collect, kill and mount specimen.

Three cages comatose.

These cages bled.
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Catch specimen in aerial net.

Pinch thorax between thumb and forefinger.

Slide specimen into envelope; store in box with insecticide.

coun

tbyslumber



24 apnea

Inhale to sleep crows on crows of army worms; uncontrol cannibalistic owlet moths.

Relax dried specimen by placing in humid environment.

Welcome to the Centre for Sleep and Dream Studies.Welcme to th

Enter. Sleep nd ream. elcm

Use fungicide to prevent mould growth on specimen.

nether leap, the flights, coalescethe#flightsimplode, coal

flash and out.Welcome sit in the egg and gestate theory#gestalt cutworms.

When specimen is adequately relaxed, remove from humidity using forceps.
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Hold specimen by thorax, and force insect pin

through middle of body between wings.

Pin specimen to mounting board.
f a

in
tbystander



26 hypoventilation

Enter smoke and steel wool. Soft like stitch. Soft like flurry. Soft like grind. A caterpillar overtakes the bedrail,

crawls beneath quilt, sheet. Crawls a line an inch a deformed and digested hymen. Eat flurry and grind.

Specula. Larva silks itself to our throat,

weaves# #

####thing

#thick

###as#thing

##########shantung#and#tussah

#lungs##thick#sheets

#of#lungs####complexhale

Manipulate wings simultaneously to avoid twisting body.

Pin wings to mounting board.
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Pin wings near large veins to avoid tears.

Place paper over wings to prevent curling while drying.

a

by

p

nt

number



28 cataplexy

pins through epidermis

a wall, a tooth

Place specimen under lamp to increase drying time.

tsniaga tsurht rotcelloc a#tilps#tips nehT

a moth with barbed spines

vulva, uvula
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Keep mounted specimen in low-moisture condition to prevent mould.

Avoid direct sunlight to prevent fading.

Store in tightly closed box with insecticide to prevent dermestid beetle larvae

and book lice from feeding on body parts.

cunt by umber



30 narcolepsy

537neon. Account

for breath: slow, slow, quick-slip

slow and slow soft mouth with barbed spines.

Stretch muscle; pin leg. Chew waste or rest. Part

and partner lips. Push labial vibration across leaf,

across membrane. Spit dew. Spin waist with hand and in and

turn#height#turn pulse. Pull body outside body.Moisten

ocho#theflight#oco netso do edistuo ob llu .. eslu

rut#the#ru da ni da nah tiw tsia ni .. arbem

sorca ael sorca nitar laibal

su .. ser ro etsaw

weh .. eni dera tiw tuom

os wols na wols ciu

wols aer ro nuocc .noen###
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ti ur tor foknur



a hoosh a ha

a hoosh a ha

a hoosh a ha

a hoosh a ha uh hush uh ha oh hoosh oh ha a hookah ha

insomnia cataplexy

rem nrem

a hush a ha

ah hoosh a a

and sh and a and sh and aha sh a ha

hypnic twitch sleep spindles deep slumber restoration

instars ditrysia

a hoosh a ha sleep apnea dyssomnia

a hoosh a ha a hoosh a ha mm hoosh mm ha mm hoosh a ha

oviposition oscillation dorsal nectar organ ectothermia myrmecophily

a hoosh a ha a mmsh soma a hoosh soma a mmsh a ha

a hoosh a ha

a hoosh a ha

electroencephalograph

or rush and a

a hoosh a ha

circadian arrhythmia
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